
 
 

 

 

                                                     

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Discover what horses’ 
value most and how to 
offer them calmness, 

leadership and 
enrichment.     

Create more safe, 
trusting and enjoyable 

partnerships. 

Learn the true 
language of Equus, how 

to read and respond. 

  

Horse Speak Changes 
Everything! 

 

 

March 20-22, 2020   
 

Open your mind and heart to discover the true 
language of the horse.   

 
 

➢ Deepen your understanding of equine 
behavior, the subtleties of their 
communication system and how to 
meet their needs.  

➢ Learn to communicate with horses in 
their own language through postures, 
movements, gestures and breath 
sounds.  

➢ Become the trusted leader your horse 
desires by showing him, in his 
language, that you have his back.    

 

➢ Learn methods to help resolve 
undesirable behaviors and replace fear 
with calmness, benefitting all you do 
with your horse.  

 

Participants will observe and learn from Maple 
Wood Farm’s herd of horses. Each day includes 
workshops in theory, application practice with 
humans, herd observation, interaction with 
horses at liberty, stalled and in-hand.  

 
 

 

2020 Horse Speak® “First Conversations” Introduction Clinic 
Clinician: Heidi Potter 

Hosted by Maple Woods Farm-Loch Sheldrake, New York 

  

Meet the Clinician 

Heidi Potter is an internationally known and respected Trainer, Clinician, Instructor and Author, sharing over 50 years 

of horse experience. Her approach to horsemanship is strongly influenced by her practice in traditional Eastern Martial 

Arts, bringing mindfulness, awareness, breathing, centering and grounding into her teachings. She is a certified Centered 

Riding© Clinician who was fortunate to have learned directly from neighbor, friend, and mentor, Ms. Sally Swift, the 

founder of Centered Riding. Heidi is a dedicated CHA Master Instructor and Clinic Instructor who supports the 

important work CHA does of helping to ensure safe, educational, enjoyable equine programs across North America. She 

shares her knowledge of Holistic Horsemanship as an Accredited Horse Agility Trainer and Horse Speak® Senior 

Instructor.    

. She hosts clinics and teaches at her Southern Vermont farm, The New England Center for Horsemanship and 

abroad. Visit www.heidipotter.com for more information and a list of upcoming events.   

*Horses Are Provided* 

Limited to 8 Participants 

& Auditors. Questions or 

To Register contact Host: 

Amy Barkley-Carey 
845-796-8753 or 

lildude2278@yahoo.com 
 

Special Early Bird 
Discount ends 

2/10/20 

  

 

http://www.heidipotter.com/
mailto:lildude2278@yahoo.com

